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ABSTRACT

Lagrangian model of droplet movement in axisymmetrical fluid flow is considered in application to water sprays in active fire control systems, such as sprinklers, aerosols and water mists. In contrast to previously known models equations of droplet motion are integrated in much more general form, with axial flow velocity being arbitrary function of two spatial coordinates. Second major advantage of the model is that it fully accounts for the droplet evaporation. Explicit formulas are derived for vaporization rate density and drag force at any location in the flow. Such formulas are directly applicable in a number of fire engineering problems, for example in estimating compartment cooling rates by water sprays, and in studying smoke layer destabilization by sprinkler or water mist sprays.
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NOMENCLATURE LISTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_D$</td>
<td>drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>droplet diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>body force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_d$</td>
<td>drag force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>gravity acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{ev}$</td>
<td>evaporation constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>vaporization rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>radial coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re$</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{ev}$</td>
<td>evaporation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>flow velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>droplet velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>axial coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>injection angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>radial direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>axial direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

special symbols

~ wave – dimensional variables; unwaved variables are non-dimensional

INTRODUCTION

Despite wide-spread attempts to apply CFD models to analysis of multiphase flows emerging in fire suppression, their true accuracy, and consequently blind prediction capabilities often cannot be estimated. The drive of the last decades [1] behind the development of multiphase models for fire engineering applications has largely leveled off and amounts to a large extent to application of Fire Dynamics Simulator, e.g. [2,3]. There are several exceptions, most notable being reported in the studies [4-8]. Nimira et al., [4] propose Eulerian-Eulerian model for multiphase spray flows in fire applications. The flow treatment is based on the RANS approach. Collin et al., [6] use well-established Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. Unfortunately, the details of gas flow treatment are not presented, but impression from both the studies [4,6] suggests that they use somewhat obsolete methods of treating flow turbulence. The studies [5,7] present relevant, but not directly related to the topic of the present paper studies, namely on multiphase Radiative Transfer Equation [5] and on water film flows over solid surfaces [7]. In the light of what has been just said about the studies [4,6] the best progress, in the author opinion, has been made by Luo and co-workers, e.g [8]. The major advantage of their approach is high accuracy of numerical treatment of turbulence in multiphase systems with the LES methodology. Such treatment is of paramount importance in the considered problem. On the other hand, their studies emphasize challenges which still persist. Even with the very accurate approach all the relevant scales cannot be resolved, and the absence of coherent subgrid-scale suppression model (based on solid combustion theory principles) does not allow confident prediction of local suppression events in the flame to be made.
A major obstacle for proliferation of such sophisticated methods into industry is high cost associated with challenging model development and validation (manpower costs) and actual computations demanding supercomputer resources. Not surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, models comparable in accuracy to [8] are not used in fire engineering practice. It is clear that further fundamental developments of CFD models for fire suppression engineering are very much hindered by aforementioned high costs and efforts required for a descent progress in subgrid-scale suppression model development.

More simple analytical solutions, essentially supplementing zone fire models in terms of action of suppression systems, are still in extensive use. These are very helpful when quick solutions are required for practical problems, such as predicting smoke layer cooling [9] or its destabilization by sprinkler sprays [10,11]. These models typically solve momentum equation for the vertical droplet velocity component with the drag force proportional to the square of that component. Severe limitations of such existing treatments are

(i) ignorance of carrying (background) flow velocity, i.e. surrounding media is assumed to be quiescent. This assumption may be reasonable within large-volume smoke layer, but is clearly violated when droplets are injected against fire plume flow, or into the ceiling jet. Consequently, the drag on droplets is not correctly estimated, as there is no correct estimation of the relative droplet/gas velocity.

(ii) drag coefficient is taken as constant, that is not varying with the Reynolds number. Such treatment excludes quickly decelerating droplets approaching small velocities. This regime, nevertheless, is extremely important, for example for small quickly evaporating droplets of water mists. In reality, any droplet approaches zero velocity as it approaches full evaporation.

(iii) evaporation of droplets is neglected. This assumption further aggravates limitations indicated under the points (i) and (ii).

It is desirable to develop spray dynamics models that, while preserving simplicity of solutions, approach capabilities of CFD technology. The present paper offers first step in this direction by significantly relaxing assumptions employed in [9-11] and a number of similar models. Specifically, we consider spray dynamics in the carrying fluid flow with axial velocity changing as an arbitrary function of two spatial variables. Drag coefficient varies realistically with Reynolds number in a full range of change of the latter parameter. Further, and importantly, droplet dynamics is fully coupled with the droplet evaporation process.

Model development and solutions for emerging equations are presented. We discuss further the two applications. One employs elements of qualitative analysis of the model and leads to discussion of an optimum diameter for fire fighting. As a second application, we present derivation of formulas that allow calculation (within the framework of the proposed model) of droplet vaporization rate density and drag exerted on gas/smoke at any location in the flow.

**MATHEMATICAL MODEL**

We start with the conventional Lagrangian equation of the droplet motion [12,13],

\[
\frac{d\vec{v}}{dt} = -\frac{3}{4} \frac{\vec{\rho}}{\vec{\rho}_f} C_D \vec{d} \left( \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{U} \right) \left( \vec{\nabla} \vec{U} \right)^{-1} + \vec{f}
\]

where \(\vec{\nabla} = \vec{V}(\vec{i})\), \(\vec{U} = \vec{U}(\vec{x}, \vec{t})\), \(\vec{f} = \vec{f}(\vec{x}, \vec{t})\)

Drag coefficient \(C_D\) is a well-studied (for spherical particles) function of the Reynolds number \(\text{Re}_p = \frac{d}{\nu} \left( \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{U} \right) \vec{V}^{-1}\) which can be described, for example, by the following mostly used dependence [13]

\[
C_D = \frac{24}{\text{Re}_p} \left( 1 + \frac{\text{Re}_p^{2/3}}{6} \right), \quad \text{Re}_p < 10^3
\]
In the present study, the experimental dependence (2) is approximated by the following analytical function

\[ C_D = \frac{50}{\text{Re}_p}, \quad \text{Re}_p < 10^3 \]  

(3)

It is easy to check that the range of particle Reynolds numbers in (2,3) covers the injection conditions for typical ranges of droplet sizes in sprinkler sprays and mists. Accuracy of this approximation may be evaluated from Fig.1. While the relative deviation from the correlation (2) may reach 50% in certain regions, it should be noted that the same level of discrepancy is observed between the two alternative experimental correlations presented in [13]. The latter fact suggests that the accuracy of the drag coefficient approximation adopted in the present study is comparable to the overall accuracy of analytical correlations adopted at present time for describing experimental measurements of drag coefficients. Further, implication of accuracy of the approximation (3) will become clear below when validation of obtained results is presented.

Upon approximation (3), the equation (1) takes the form

\[ \frac{d\vec{V}}{dt} = -\tilde{\alpha} \frac{1}{d^2} (\vec{V} - \bar{U}) + \tilde{f} \]  

(4)

where \( \tilde{\alpha} = \frac{75}{2\tilde{\nu}\tilde{\rho}_p^{-1}} \).

Fig. 1. Approximation of the drag coefficient dependence on the particle Reynolds number.
Solid line – approximate dependence (3); \( \Diamond \) – experimental correlation (2).

Some further assumptions are required in order to identify integrable cases of (4). We shall assume that the flow velocity field is known and unaffected by particle motion. Therefore, the treatment is restricted to one-way coupling between the phases, i.e. strictly applicable to “weak” particle concentrations and dilute sprays. This assumption will be gradually relaxed in further studies. It is assumed in the present paper that the background flow is cylindrically symmetrical and parallel to the axis of symmetry (Fig. 2). This assumption is reasonable in many fire applications, for example in a core region of a fire plume. Importantly, it should be noted that the model will be equally applicable as long as the carrying flow is parallel and depends on the two spatial coordinates only. Such will be a situation during spray injection into the boundary layer, against a flame spreading on a flat surface, or into a ceiling jet.

We assume that external body force is invariant in space and time.

The assumptions results in the following equations for the two unknown components of the particle velocity

\[ \frac{d\vec{V}_r}{dt} = -\tilde{\alpha} \frac{1}{d^2} (\vec{V}_r - \bar{U}_r) + \tilde{f}_r \]  
\[ \frac{d\vec{V}_x}{dt} = -\tilde{\alpha} \frac{1}{d^2} (\vec{V}_x - \bar{U}_x) + \tilde{f}_x \]  

(5)

where \( \vec{V}_r = \tilde{V}_r(\tilde{r}) \) \( \quad \vec{V}_x = \tilde{V}_x(\tilde{r}) \) \( \quad \bar{U}_r \equiv 0 \) \( \quad \bar{U}_x = \tilde{U}_x(\tilde{r},\tilde{x}) \) \( \quad \tilde{f}_r = \tilde{f}_r(\tilde{m}) \) \( \quad \tilde{f}_x = \tilde{f}_x(\tilde{m}) \).
The present model is primarily intended for application in the hot ("core") regions of fire plumes. Evaporation of droplets is assumed to occur in a hot environment, such that the "$d^2$" law $d^2 - d^2(t) = \tilde{k}_e \cdot \tilde{t}$ [12] is applicable. This relation describes steady-state evaporation conditions. Droplet vanishes (evaporates completely) at the time $\tilde{t}_{ev} = \frac{d_0^2}{k_e}$. This circumvents the necessity to consider droplet energy equation in detail. Straightforward estimation shows that at 200°C, for a range of droplet sizes relevant to fire sprinklers, droplet heat-up time is only about 10% of the droplet lifetime under steady-state conditions. The time ratio between the two phases (i.e. between the heat-up and steady-state evaporation times) decreases quickly as background temperature rises.

In general, droplet heat-up phase can be taken into account in the model, and this will be done in subsequent publications.

The equations (5) are transformed further into non-dimensional form. For this purpose, $\tilde{t}_{ev}$ is used as a time scale, and the non-dimensional time is defined as $\tau = 1 - \frac{\tilde{t}}{\tilde{t}_{ev}}$. Therefore, it is being counted backwards from the initial position ($\tau = 1$) to complete evaporation ($\tau = 0$). It is easy to see that the non-dimensional time is simply $\tau = \frac{d^2}{d_0^2}$, i.e. is equal to the ratio between the current and the initial droplet diameters.

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Axisymmetrical flow with spray injection.} \]

For flexibility, the two spatial scales are used, $\tilde{R}$ in the radial direction and $\tilde{L}$ longitudinal direction. This may be convenient in problems with high aspect ratios. In the other cases both scales may be taken to be equal $\tilde{R} = \tilde{L}$.

The velocity $\tilde{V}_0 = \left( \tilde{V}_r^0, \tilde{V}_x^0 \right)$ is the droplet injection (initial) velocity. Scales for velocity components are their initial (injection) values $\tilde{V}_r^0, \tilde{V}_x^0$; they are assumed to be different from zero, which is the case in nearly all practical situations. (In case one or both initial velocity components need be set to zero, characteristic flow velocity may be used instead). Vector $\left( \tilde{f}_r, \tilde{f}_x \right)$ is generally an arbitrary body force vector; in applications below $\tilde{f}_r = 0$, $\tilde{f}_x = g$, i.e. this describes gravity acceleration.

The equations (5) are written in the following non-dimensional form
\[
\frac{dV_r}{d\tau} = \beta \frac{V_r - f_r^2}{\tau}, \quad \frac{dV_x}{d\tau} = \beta \frac{V_x - \left( \beta U_x + f_x^2 \right)}{\tau}
\]

(6.1, 6.2)

where \( \beta = \frac{\alpha}{k_{\text{ev}}} \), \( f_r^2 = \frac{\tilde{d}_R^2}{k_{\text{ev}} V_r^0} \), \( f_x^2 = \frac{\tilde{d}_x^2}{k_{\text{ev}} V_x^0} \).

According to adopted scaling, the initial conditions are \( V_r(1) = V_x(1) = 1 \).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solution of the first (radial component) of equations (6) is straightforward

\[
V_r(\tau) = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{(1-\beta)} f_r^2 \left( 1 - \tau^{(1-\beta)} \right) \right] \tau^\beta
\]

(7)

This solution provides radial position of the droplet at any time

\[
r(\tau) = r_o + \int_{\tau_o}^{\tau} V_r(\tilde{\tau}) d\tilde{\tau} = r_o + \frac{V_r^0 \tilde{d}_R^2}{R \tilde{k}_{\text{ev}}}
\]

(8)

It is reminded that the non-dimensional time is counted backwards, from 1 to 0 along the droplet trajectory. Hence, the current position is obtained by velocity integration over \([\tau,1] \); expression for the constant \( p_1 \) is obtained upon relevant non-dimensionalisation of the dimensional counterpart of (8).

resulting in

\[
r(\tau) = p_1 \left[ \frac{1}{(1+\beta)} \left( 1 + \frac{f_r^2}{(1-\beta)} \right) \left( 1 - \tau^{(1-\beta)} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \frac{f_r^2}{(1-\beta)} (1-\tau^2) \right]
\]

(9)

This describes partially the time dependence of the \( U_x \) - term of the second (axial component) of equations (6), i.e.

\[
U_x = U_x \left( r(\tau), x(\tau) \right)
\]

(10)

where \( r(\tau) \) is given by (9), but the dependence \( x(\tau) \) is determined, unfortunately, by the \( V_x \) - solution itself:

\[
x(\tau) = x_o + p_2 \int_{\tau_o}^{\tau} V_x(\tilde{\tau}) d\tilde{\tau} = x_o + \frac{V_x^0 \tilde{d}_x^2}{L \tilde{k}_{\text{ev}}}
\]

(11)

The latter circumstance ensues non-linearity of the \( V_x \) - equation and thus presents major challenge for its analytical solution. Equation (11) has exactly the same position-velocity relation meaning as (8) above.

Before discussing solution of the equation (6.2) in detail, we consider an application of the proposed model rendering itself to relatively simple analysis.

Optimum droplet diameter for fire fighting

Design of sprays for efficient fire suppression is a matter of paramount importance. It is well realized that droplet sizes of the spray must be in some sense “optimal” in order to achieve desired performance. Notion of “optimum droplet size” has been discussed in various ways in the literature [14-16]. Despite the fact that
optimality may be understood and defined in different ways, we demonstrate in this section how the proposed model may be applied to find optimum spray diameter, using one of possible definitions.

Specifically, for the sprays that are designed to suppress predominantly gaseous diffusion flames (e.g. water mists), the following criterion for optimality may be adopted: initial droplet diameter is optimum (under fixed injection velocity) if the droplet trajectory ends at the surface of the material due to complete evaporation. The meaning of this requirement is that it ensures droplet delivery into the flame zone and complete evaporation in this zone. Further, most of evaporation process may be expected to occur in the flaming zone since the droplet decelerates before vanishing at the surface. Therefore, the droplet should have large residence time in the flame, and consequently heat transfer and water vapor generation rates will be maximized.

Optimum droplet diameter is essentially an indicative integral parameter, which may serve as a guidance for mean droplet diameters of the spray required in particular suppression application. As such, its estimations are naturally obtained under certain simplified assumptions. It is assumed in the present study that the droplet is injected from the initial position $x = x_0$ downwards that is $\vec{V}_0 = \left(0, \vec{V}_x^0\right)$, $\vec{V}_0 = (0,1)$. It is also possible to obtain similar estimations for an any different initial velocity, however, this would require slightly modified arguments.

In any case, full analysis of droplet interaction with fire plume requires consideration of different droplet sizes and different initial velocities. Solution of equations (6) in general form is discussed in the next section, while the present section is restricted to simplified analysis with the downward velocity $\vec{V}_0 = \left(0, \vec{V}_x^0\right)$, $\vec{V}_0 = (0,1)$.

Analysis of the model under imposed criterion and initial velocity is possible upon invoking some qualitative considerations. Specifically, we note that the point of complete evaporation is also necessarily a point of zero velocity at the droplet trajectory. With this in mind, the exact solution of the equation (6.2) is not required, but rather locations of critical points of the droplet velocity field need be established.

Replacing time derivative with spatial derivative (using the kinematic identity $\frac{d\vec{V}_x}{dt} = \frac{d\vec{V}_x}{dz} \cdot \frac{dz}{dt}$ and its further non-dimensionalisation), the equation (6.2) is transformed to

$$
\tau V_x \frac{dV_x}{dx} = \frac{\beta}{\gamma} \left( U_x - V_x \right)_x \frac{\tau}{\gamma} f^2
$$

where $\gamma = \frac{\bar{t}_{ev} \vec{V}_x^0}{L} = \frac{d_0^2 \vec{V}_x^0}{k_{ev} L}$.

Integration of both sides of (12) over distance from the injection droplet position down to the surface results in

$$
\frac{1}{2} \tau V_x^2 \left[ \int_0^{x_0} - \int_0^{x_0} V_x^2 d\tau \right] = \frac{\beta}{\gamma} \int_0^{x_0} \left( U_x - V_x \right)_x dx + \frac{f^2}{\gamma} \int_0^{x_0} \tau dx
$$

where $\int_0^{x_0} dx$ is performed on the LHS.

The integral on the LHS can be transformed taking note of $d\tau = -\frac{1}{\gamma V_x} dx$, which follows from the "$d^2 - "$ law, to get

$$
\frac{1}{2} \left[ \int_0^{x_0} \frac{1}{\gamma} V_x^2 d\tau \right] = \frac{\beta}{\gamma} \int_0^{x_0} U_x dx - \frac{\beta}{\gamma} \int_0^{x_0} V_x dx + \frac{f^2}{\gamma} \int_0^{x_0} \tau dx
$$
Estimation of the integrals $\int_{0}^{x_0} V_x d\tau$ and $\int_{0}^{x_0} \tau dx$ is based on the following considerations. From the calculus mean value theorem $\int_{0}^{x_0} V_x d\tau \approx V_x(x_1^*) \cdot (x_0 - x_1^*)$, $\int_{0}^{x_0} \tau dx \approx \tau(x_2^*) \cdot (x_0 - x_2^*)$ where $x_1^*, x_2^* \in [0, 1]$. We approximate further $V_x(x_1^*)$ and $\tau(x_2^*)$ with (using median)

$$\frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{x_0}{2\gamma} \right] = \frac{1}{\gamma} \left[ \beta \int_{0}^{x_0} U_x dx + \frac{x_0}{2} \left( f_x^2 - \beta \right) \right]$$

(15)

Equation (15), by its derivation, holds for the droplet of the particular (optimum) initial diameter whose evaporation time is identical to the time taken by that droplet to reach the surface. This initial diameter is contained in the parameter $\gamma$. Solving, therefore, equation (15) for $\gamma$, and defining $\delta = \frac{k_{ev}}{LV_x^0}$, we obtain

$$d_0^{opt} = \sqrt{\delta \left[ 2\beta \int_{0}^{x_0} U_x dx + \left( f_x^2 - \beta + \frac{1}{2} \right) \right] x_0}$$

(16)

The plume velocity profile $U_x(x)$ in (16) can be taken from the conventional experimental correlations in the plume and flame zones [17] and easily integrated analytically.

The result obtained using formula (16) is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a range of fire HRRs. Markers illustrate results obtained using accurate numerical integration of equation (6.2), as opposed to using formula (16) (solid line). The agreement is particularly good for smaller fires (up to about 1 MW), with the optimum diameter being slightly over-predicted for larger fires. Deviation between the results is due to all the assumptions made while arriving at (16). Major contribution to this discrepancy is believed to be mean value theorem approximations for the relevant integral terms. Overall, the deviation of results (in terms of relative error) predicted by formula (16) from “exact” numerical solution does not exceed 13% in the considered range of fire sizes.

![Fig. 3. Comparison between optimum droplet diameters predicted by analytical formula (16) and by numerical analysis. Solid line – formula (16); markers – numerical analysis.](image-url)
General solution of equations (6)

Equation (6.1) has been solved already, with the solution given by (7-9). Taking current position of the droplet

\[ x(\tau) = x_0 + p_2 \int_{\tau}^1 V_x(s) ds \]  

(17)

as a new variable, equation (6.2) is written in the form

\[ \frac{d^2 x}{d\tau^2} = \frac{\beta}{\tau} \frac{dx}{d\tau} + g(\tau) \]  

(18)

where

\[ g(\tau) = p_2 \left( \frac{\beta}{\tau} U_x(r(\tau), x(\tau)) + f_x^2 \right) \]  

(19)

and the dependence \( r(\tau) \) is given by (9).

Non-linear equation (18) can be solved iteratively, i.e. by solving progressively the series of equations

\[ \frac{d^2 x_{n+1}}{d\tau^2} = \frac{\beta}{\tau} \frac{dx_{n+1}}{d\tau} + g_n(\tau) \hspace{1cm} n = 0,1,2,... \]  

(20)

where

\[ g_n(\tau) = p_2 \left( \frac{\beta}{\tau} U_x(r(\tau), x_n(\tau)) + f_x^2 \right), \hspace{1cm} n \geq 1 \hspace{1cm} g_0(\tau) \equiv 0 \]  

(21)

The solution of the equation (20) can be written in the form

\[ x_{n+1}(\tau) = x_0 + \int_{\tau}^1 \left[ \int_s^1 \frac{g_n(\xi)}{\xi^\beta} d\xi + p_2 \right] x_s^\beta ds \]  

(22)

Note that this solution satisfies the two initial conditions \( x(1) = x_0 \) and \( \frac{dx}{d\tau}(1) = -p_2 \). The form of the latter condition is a result of the choice of coordinate frame, Fig. 2, backward time change along the trajectory (\( x \) increases as \( \tau \) decreases from 1), and the scaling \( V_x(1) = 1 \).

The solution of (18) is obtained as the limit

\[ x(\tau) = x_0 + \lim_{n \to \infty} \int_{\tau}^1 \left[ \int_s^1 \frac{g_n(\xi)}{\xi^\beta} d\xi + p_2 \right] x_s^\beta ds \]  

(23)

The model is validated by comparing in Fig. 4 solutions (9,23) in the ideal plume convective flow generated by point source located 1m below the point of droplet injection, with the trajectories obtained by direct numerical integration of equations (1,2). Such flow configuration corresponds essentially to Zukoski-type correlations for real fire plumes [17].
Fig. 4. Axial positions of injected droplets versus non-dimensional time $1 - \tau$ along the trajectory. Solid lines – analytical solution (present study); markers – numerical integration.

1 - $\tilde{d}_0 = 200 \mu m$; 2 - $\tilde{d}_0 = 300 \mu m$; 3 - $\tilde{d}_0 = 400 \mu m$; 4 - $\tilde{d}_0 = 600 \mu m$

Generally, results in Fig. 4 demonstrate good accuracy of proposed analytical solutions (at least, in the range of parameters studied). Accuracy of the model can be improved further by considering piecewise approximation for the drag coefficient correlation (2).

Integral properties of the spray

Major integral properties of the spray that are of interest in fire engineering applications are distributions of vaporization rate and drag force on surrounding smoke/air.

Consider first of all droplets with trajectories reaching a particular point $(r^*, x^*)$ at time $0 < \tau^* < 1$, Fig. 2. Such droplets must have particular initial injection angles and droplet diameters $(\alpha, d_0)$.

From the formulas (8,9,17,23)

$$p_1 = (\tilde{Rk}_{ev})^{-1}r_0^{\tilde{d}_0^2} = (\tilde{Rk}_{ev})^{-1}|V_0|\sin \alpha \cdot \tilde{d}_0^2$$  \( (24) \)

$$p_2 = (\tilde{Rk}_{ev})^{-1}\tilde{d}_0^{\tilde{d}_0^2} = (\tilde{Lk}_{ev})^{-1}|V_0|\cos \alpha \cdot \tilde{d}_0^2$$  \( (25) \)

$$d_0^2 = \frac{r^* \tilde{Rk}_{ev}}{V_0 f_1(\tau^*)} \frac{1}{\sin \alpha}$$  \( (26) \)

and therefore

$$\text{ctg}(\alpha) = \frac{\tilde{L} f_1(\tau^*)}{R f_2(\tau^*)} (x^* - x_0)$$  \( (27) \)
where the functions \( f_1(\tau) \), \( f_2(\tau) \) are determined by (9,23). The equation (27) allows the injection angle \( \alpha \),
and the initial droplet diameter \( d_0 \) (from equation (26)) to be determined based on location \( (r^*,x^*) \) and time
\( \tau^* \) as an input.

**Calculation of the spray vaporization rate.** First of all we note that non-dimensional (relative to the initial
droplet mass \( \tilde{m}_0 = \frac{\pi}{6} \tilde{\rho}_p \tilde{d}_0^3 \)) vaporization rate of a single droplet along its trajectory may be written as

\[
\frac{dm_p}{d\tau} = \frac{d\left(\tilde{m}_p / \tilde{m}_0\right)}{d\tau} = \frac{d\left(\tau^{3/2}\right)}{d\tau} = \frac{3}{2} \sqrt{\tau}
\]

and becomes independent of \( \tilde{d}_0 \).

Dimensional vaporization rate is related to the latter as

\[
\frac{dm_p}{dt} = \frac{\tilde{m}_0}{t_{ev}} \frac{dm_p}{d\tau} = \frac{\pi}{4} \tilde{\rho}_p \tilde{k} \tilde{d}_0 \left(1 - \frac{\tilde{k}_{ev}}{\tilde{d}_0^2}\right)
\]

Consider now non-dimensional droplet number rate \( N(d_0) = \left(\tilde{d}_0 t_{ev}\right) \tilde{N} \left(\tilde{d}_0\right) \) where \( \tilde{N} \left(\tilde{d}_0\right) \) is conventional
number rate density of droplets, i.e. density of number rate distribution over initial diameters.

Density of vaporization rate at a given location \( (r^*,x^*) \) (Fig. 2,5), can be calculated by adding up contributions
from all the particles travelling (at any time \( 0 < \tau^* < 1 \)) through small region surrounding this location,
dividing by the volume of the region and taking the limit of the volume approaching zero. Droplets that enter
the considered region are those whose initial conditions \( (\alpha_0,d_0) \) belong to the vicinity of the root of equations
(26,27) at fixed \( (r^*,x^*,\tau^*) \). Small region surrounding the root \( (\alpha_0,d_0) \) maps onto the region surrounding
location \( (r^*,x^*) \) via the transformation \( E \mapsto V_{r^*}(E) : r^* = r^* (\alpha_0,d_0,\tau^*), x^* = x^* (\alpha_0,d_0,\tau^*) \) determined by
the droplet trajectory. Jacobian of this transformation determines corresponding ratio of volumes (Fig. 5)

\[
\frac{V_{r^*}(E)}{E} = \left|J\right| = \left|\begin{array}{cc}
\frac{\partial r^*}{\partial \alpha_0} & \frac{\partial r^*}{\partial d_0} \\
\frac{\partial x^*}{\partial \alpha_0} & \frac{\partial x^*}{\partial d_0}
\end{array}\right|
\]

Non-dimensional density of local vaporization rate is calculated now, assuming angle invariance of the droplet
size distribution, as

\[
\dot{m}_{d_0} (r^*,x^*) = \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} 1 \int_{0}^{\alpha_0} \int_{d_0 - \varepsilon}^{d_0 + \varepsilon} \frac{\alpha_0 + \varepsilon}{V_{r^*}(E)} d\alpha d(d) = \frac{3\varepsilon}{V_{r^*}(E)} \int_{0}^{d_0 + \varepsilon} \tilde{N} (d) \sqrt{\tau^*} d(d) = \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \left[ \frac{\varepsilon^2}{2} N\left(d_0 - \varepsilon, d_0 + \varepsilon\right) \right] = \frac{\varepsilon^2}{2} N\left(d_0\right)
\]

\[
= \left[ \varepsilon^2 \right] N\left(d_0\right) \quad (31)
\]
Formula (31) delivers contribution of droplets of a particular size; contribution of the whole spray is

\[
m(r^*, x^*) = \int_0^\infty \left[ f(d_0) \right]^{1/2} N(d_0) d(d_0)
\]  

(32)

Corresponding dimensional quantity may be restored invoking conventionally used density of particle size distribution in terms of volumetric fraction \( \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) \), its non-dimensional analogue \( f(d_0) = \tilde{d}_0 \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) \), and total spray volume per unit time \( V_s \). From the definitions of \( N(d_0) \), \( f(d_0) \) and their dimensional counterparts it follows that

\[
f(d_0) = \frac{\pi \tilde{k}_{ev} \tilde{d}_0}{6 V_s} N(d_0)
\]  

(33)

Therefore, the formula (32) gives

\[
m(r^*, x^*) = \frac{6 \tilde{V}_s}{\pi k_{ev}} \int_0^\infty \left[ f(d_0) \right]^{1/2} f(d_0) d(d_0)
\]  

(34)

or, in terms of dimensional \( \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) \),

\[
m(r^*, x^*) = \frac{6 \tilde{V}_s}{\pi k_{ev}} \int_0^\infty \left[ \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) \right]^{1/2} \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) d(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(35)

Invoking further the size-specific relation between non-dimensional and dimensional evaporation rates (29), we obtain finally

\[
m(r^*, x^*) = \tilde{V}_s \int_0^\infty \left[ \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) \right]^{1/2} \tilde{d}_0 \tilde{f}(\tilde{d}_0) d(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(36)
**Calculation of the spray drag force.** Drag exerted by the spray on surrounding smoke/air may be evaluated using similar methodology.

Following the original equation (4), drag force exerted on the gas at a particular location by the particle of the diameter \( \tilde{d}_0 \) is

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0} = \frac{27}{8} \pi \tilde{\rho}_g \tilde{V}_{\tilde{d}_0} \left( \tilde{V} - \tilde{U} \right)
\]  

(37)

and corresponding non-dimensional force components may be defined as

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^x = \frac{1}{\tilde{\rho}_g \tilde{V}_{\tilde{d}_0}} \tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^T \quad \tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^r = \frac{1}{\tilde{\rho}_g \tilde{V}_{\tilde{d}_0}} \tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^x
\]  

(38)

It follows then from the results (7-23) that

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^x = \frac{27}{8} \pi \left( V_x - U_x \right) \quad \tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^r = \frac{27}{8} \pi V_r
\]  

(39)

with

\[
V_x = \frac{1}{\rho p_2 n} \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \left[ \int \frac{g_0(\xi)}{\xi^\beta} d\xi + p_2 \right] \tau^\beta
\]  

(40)

and \( V_r \) given by (7).

Development analogous to (30-31) shows

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^x = \frac{3}{2} I_1 \lim_{\epsilon \to 0} \left\{ \frac{\epsilon^2}{\epsilon^2 J_1(\tilde{d}_0)} \left[ \frac{N_1(\epsilon) \in (d_0 - \epsilon, d_0 + \epsilon)}{N_1(\tilde{d}_0)} \right] \right\} = \frac{3}{2} I_1 J_1(\tilde{d}_0)^{-1} N_1(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(41)

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}_0}^r = \frac{3}{2} I_2 \lim_{\epsilon \to 0} \left\{ \frac{\epsilon^2}{\epsilon^2 J_2(\tilde{d}_0)} \left[ \frac{N_2(\epsilon) \in (d_0 - \epsilon, d_0 + \epsilon)}{N_2(\tilde{d}_0)} \right] \right\} = \frac{3}{2} I_2 J_2(\tilde{d}_0)^{-1} N_2(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(42)

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}}(r^*, x^*) = \frac{3}{2} I_1 \int_0^\infty J_1(\tilde{d}_0) \left[ \frac{N_1(\tilde{d}_0)}{d(\tilde{d}_0)} \right] \right\} = \frac{3}{2} I_1 J_1(\tilde{d}_0)^{-1} N_1(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(43)

\[
\tilde{F}_{\tilde{d}}(r^*, x^*) = \frac{3}{2} I_2 \int_0^\infty J_2(\tilde{d}_0) \left[ \frac{N_2(\tilde{d}_0)}{d(\tilde{d}_0)} \right] \right\} = \frac{3}{2} I_2 J_2(\tilde{d}_0)^{-1} N_2(\tilde{d}_0)
\]  

(44)

where

\[
I_1 = \frac{27}{8} \pi \int_0^1 \left( V_x(\tau^*) - U_x(\tau^*) \right) d\tau^* 
\]  

\[
I_2 = \frac{27}{8} \pi \int_0^1 V_x(\tau^*) d\tau^*
\]  

(45)
Involving again the relation (33) we can restore the dimensional quantities

$$\tilde{F}_{d}^{*}(r^{*},x^{*}) = \frac{9}{\pi \rho g} \bar{v} \int_{0}^{x} \int_{0}^{\infty} \tilde{I}_{1} \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right) \tilde{d}_{0} \tilde{I}_{0} \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right) d \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (46)

$$\tilde{F}_{d}^{*}(r^{*},x^{*}) = \frac{9}{\pi \rho g} \bar{v} \int_{0}^{x} \int_{0}^{\infty} \tilde{I}_{2} \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right) \tilde{d}_{0} \tilde{I}_{0} \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right) d \left( \tilde{d}_{0} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (47)

The above discussed integral properties of the spray are very important practically. For example, it is shown in [9] that the rate of heat extraction from the smoke layer by the spray (directly proportional to the spray vaporization rate) determines the possibility of flashover control in compartment fires.

The studies [10,11] deal, on the other hand, with the practically important problem of smoke layer destabilization by water sprinkler or water mist systems. Possibility of such destabilization is determined by the magnitude and spatial distribution of the drag force exerted on the smoke layer by the spray.

In both cases, the presented theory offers more accurate predictions compared to simple spray dynamics models [9-11].

The importance of possessing direct formulas for integral spray properties must also be emphasized in the perspective of computing similar properties using CFD models. Accurate calculation of local spray properties (such as vaporization rates and drag forces) in CFD models is cumbersome as it typically involves counting droplet trajectories crossing particular control volumes. The number of trajectories required for statistically accurate calculation of local properties (especially at numerous locations) easily becomes prohibitive. What is worse, the investigator does not know \textit{a\'priori} what total number of trajectories s(he) needs to generate in order to obtain sensible number of trajectories at a given location.

All this difficulties are circumvented with the analytical formulas for integral properties which would allow easy calculation with any desirable accuracy.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present paper describes a step towards development of an analytical model of water spray dynamics in fire flows that would have essential features of the field model.

In particular, in the present model we allow for the background fluid flow variation in two spatial dimensions. Further, evaporation process of droplets is taken into account and fully coupled with the droplet dynamics. Drag coefficient, in contrast to previous analytical models, varies with the Reynolds number in the full range of practically important values of the latter.

Analytical solutions for the lagrangian equations governing spray dynamics are developed and discussed. Solutions are validated against trajectories obtained by direct numerical integration of equations of droplet motion. Comparison demonstrated good agreement in the range of parameters considered. Accuracy can be further improved by applying piecewise approximation for the drag coefficient dependence on Reynolds number.

As one of applications of the proposed model, estimation of optimum droplet size for fire-fighting water sprays is considered.

Finally, explicit formulas for the integral properties of water spray, namely the density of local vaporization rate, and the local drag force are obtained.

The model will be subjected to progressive development with the view of further relaxing underlying assumptions.
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